
Preset Countdown & Hourly Timer FV-WCDO1-W On/Off 

Wall Control, White Wall Plate Included 

The Preset Countdown and Hourly Timer allows you to preset the fan to run for a specific period of time. It will 

then shut the fan Off automatically for you, making it an ideal product for tenant and family use. The Preset 

Countdown and Hourly Timer also includes an advanced, easy-to-use Adjustable Minutes Per Hour (MPH) Fan 

Timer for ASHRAE 62.2 compliance. It also carries a Commercial Grade quality designation, which means it's 

engineered to hand current LED lighting and DC motor loads. Additional features include a blue LED light to 

indicate when the fan is on and a matching wall plate for a decora style design. Can be used to comply with 

ASHRAE 62.2, LEED and ENERGY STAR®3.0 

Pre-Set Countdown Timer 

Pre-set the fan timer anywhere from 5 to 60 minutes. When the fan is manually turned ON, the timer will run 

the fan for the selected period of time then shut the fan OFF automatically for you. 

Adjustable Minutes Per Hour (MPH) Fan Timer 

Set the MPH fan timer to have the fan come ON for a set amount of time every hour (0-60 mins) for 

compliance with ASHRAE 62.2. The MPH fan timer provides constant and controlled ventilation every hour. It 

also sees when you've used the Preset Countdown Timer and will temporarily suspend fan operation to avoid 

excessive run times. If you want to manually shut the fan off when the MPH timer is running, simply press the 

fan On/Off button. 

Manual On/Off Fan Control 

Simply push the switch button for manual on/off operation when immediate ventilation is needed. 

Commercial Grade 8 Amp Max Load 

Tough and rugged, with a max load capacity of 8 amps, the Preset Countdown and Hourly Timer was 

engineered to handle current LED lighting and DC motor loads. It also comes with a 2 year limited warranty. 

 


